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A team from Boston University School of Medicine (BUSM) and Californian company ZabBio have developed an intriguing new contraceptive. The birth control me ...
Potential New Contraceptive That Uses Antibodies Against Sperm Developed By Researchers
"The proposed sampling methods should also help officials determine the effectiveness of vaccines, social distancing, masks and other mitigation efforts." By bringing its unique expertise in the ...
Study on coordinated sampling helps in the fight against the coronavirus pandemic
This form of protection is called RNA interference, which is the method also used by cells in ... to learn how stem cells protect themselves against RNA viruses. The fact this protection is ...
Stem cells can use same method as plants and insects to protect against viruses
By Bahk Eun-ji Criticism is mounting over a journalist-turned-lawmaker's remark that it was common for journalists in his days to impersonate the police in order to obtain informa ...
Criticism mounting over journalist-turned-lawmaker's defense against illegal reporting method
The modern power system is moving towards the future smart grid where high penetration of renewable energy sources and power electronics is expected. While enabling the realization of low-carbon power ...
Security and Resilience Enhancement of Future Smart Grid: Models and Methods
Katy Faust, child’s rights advocate and mother of four, tells parents fearful of school indoctrination they can’t abdicate the responsibility of raising their kids.
Seattle mother explains how to protect kids against cultural indoctrination: 'It is war'
Biotechnology companies are engineering regulatory T cells to help protect the body from friendly fire. Regulatory T cells are rare, difficult to grow in the laboratory and prone to sudden identity ...
Creating T cells to guard against autoimmune disease
New research reveals that combining one live Mycoplasma vaccine dose, followed by two doses of Mycoplasma inactivated vaccine, provides superior protection and performance in layers than single vaccin ...
New combined vaccine approach delivers stronger protection against Mycoplasma gallisepticum
The research, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, relied on computer modeling to examine the Le Sueur River Basin in southern Minnesota, a watershed subject to runoff ...
Wetland restoration offers best protection against agricultural run-off
The international community frequently expresses its condemnation of terrorism in all its forms and manifestations and its determination to fight terrorism. This is an appropriate attitude, as ...
OP-ED: Why should we fight against FETO resolutely?
A chief scientist from the World Health Organization is speaking out against mixing and matching different COVID-19 vaccine doses, saying more research has to be done about the method. During a press ...
WHO Scientist Cautions Against Mixing and Matching COVID-19 Vaccines, Calls It 'Dangerous Trend'
Nike is the latest multinational to come under scrutiny by the European Union.The Sportswear giant lost its fight to stop a probe into its Dutch tax affairs Wednesday (July 14), as Europe's ...
Nike loses fight against probe into Dutch tax deal
THE first study of its kind has discovered the diet that can protect you from both catching Covid, and getting severely sick from it. It means stocking up on foods like salmon, porridge and baked ...
The Covid DIET revealed – first study finds the foods that protect against coronavirus
Bot Construction Ltd. and subcontractors, which include Clarkson Construction, have launched a $20-million lawsuit against the Ontario Ministry of Transportation over a Highway 69 widening project ...
Bot Construction launches $20 million lawsuit against MTO
“These people are trying to break the American society down and pit group against group, white against black ... called critical race theory a “Marxist, Leninist” method and said terms like systemic ...
Former Tea Party group speaks out against teaching of critical race theory
This lawsuit they all claim Trump will lose. But their bias blinds them to two important points one of which he makes which is that they are acting under the color of law which means that the First ...
Trump’s Lawsuit Against BigTech – Is it Viable?
Losing wickets at a crucial time when rain was about to wash out the rest of the game cost India as they went down by 18 runs.
India lose 1st women's T20I against England via D/L method
U.S. sportswear maker Nike NKE.N on Wednesday lost its fight to stop a probe into its Dutch tax affairs, as Europe's second-highest court backed an EU investigation opened two years ago. The EU case ...
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